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Ripples On A Pond 
 

ometimes we think our words and actions belong only to us and will not affect someone else. 
Oh contraire! Have you ever chunked a rock into a glassy smooth pond on a windless day? 

After the "ker-plunk" sound, what happened next? Yes, the concentric rings began to form 
around the rock's entry point and then rapidly rippled across the surface. If the rock is big and the 
pond small the ripples can quickly reach the opposite shore, where they are reflected back across 
the pond creating more ripples of influence. 
 
Have you ever thought about how our daily lives imitate those ripples on a pond? One wave 
creates the next one and so forth. The truth of the matter is everything you do and say affects 
others, maybe lots of others. Christians especially must carefully contemplate how our words and 
actions ripple round about us, touching and influencing others either for good or for evil. 
 
Allow me to call your attention to just two Biblical examples of how our lives ripple the surface of 
life's spiritual pond. First, let me share an illustration of where a good example had a positive 
influence. Paul said he was joyfully encouraged by the genuine faith of Timothy (2 Tim. 1:3-5). 
Please take note of the fact that Paul mentions in that context the "ripple effect" of Timothy's 
heritage, which influenced him to make good spiritual choices. Paul acknowledged the positive 
ripple of the faith of Timothy's grandmother, Lois. Evidently, Lois' belief rippled on to help 
Eunice, Timothy's mother, develop her faith in God. Cumulatively these two women's positive 
influence helped Timothy to develop his own strong faith at an early age. Only God knows the 
ultimate distance those ripples of faith traveled, as Timothy's faith helped countless others, even 
including the Apostle Paul himself! 
 

adly, our choices can also impact others in a detrimental way. Our lives are not lived in a 
vacuum. What we say and do can harm others even though that might not have been our 

intention. Consider the narrative where Paul rebukes Peter for his poor example, which negatively 
influenced Barnabas (Gal. 2:11-14). The "encourager's" name is found 29 times in the KJV Bible. 
Only one of those times is less than stellar, where Peter's ripple of influence negatively contributed to 
Barnabas' pretentious choice to withdraw fellowship temporarily from the Gentile converts. Yes, we 
need to guard our ripples of influence!              (...to be continued) 
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